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rawer- 
wo** 

moot!!!! t. 
a 



How about 
the loser has to 

write a power 
ballad about the 

winner?/ 

You're on, 
you heap 
of scrap 
metal// 





I'm fakin' 
mine out 
first'!!! > 







I don't 
get it. 

I'M 
COMMA 
BEAT 

YOU!!!!! 



<fPIH! ill!. 



Chapter $96: Air 
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.'.heard ) Jr 
Gajeel'sJ 
voice... 

‘ 

^ A 

* We're 1 
going to 
run out 
of air 

. soon... 

How much 
area can 

this guy's 
water magic 

cover?! 

P| = , <£ 
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Who 
needs 
light?! 
I need 

Can't... 
hold 
on... 









Chapter $97: Steel 
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Besides... 
I only did it for 
you because you 
just happened 
to be the first 
one I noticed! 

What? Come 
on// Salamander 

and the girls 
need some 

I can't! 
__ I'm... already 

P out of air 
myself... 
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I woulda 
been a goner 
without ya, 

Levy / 











I can help with 
the air... But If 
we keep taking 
In this carbon- 
laced water... 

...your 
limit// 

















•Steel Dragon’s Sword 
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' I'll 
personally 

take 
Tartaros 

down/ A 
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Chapter J99: Win<j$ of Deipair 
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Chapter 400: 
Wing* of Hopi 
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Hey... Ore 
you all right, 

Natsu? 





Not even 
Mard Geer 
can predict 

what will 
happen/ 















How ya 
doin', 
Pad? 



I've been 
within you 
this entire 



...but the 
elimination 

of Rcnologia 
must come 
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Chapter 40ti The Fire Dragon'* Iron Fl*t 
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4 ...THIS % 
I ons 1 
I WOULD f 
\ PERISH. / 



















I 
know// 

You cannot 
defeat this 



















Armor does 





No, please 
stop/ Erza will 
die// Waaah/ 



And he shall 
take his time 

with you, day 
in and day out, 
wvesting from 
you each piece 
of your body 

and soul one by 

filillllilBV 'TJanSfjWs jj l 

This one shall 
not kill you!!!! 
No, you shall 

taste a suffering 
much worse than 
death!!!! This one 
shall give you to 
the Underworld 

King as his 
plaything!!!! 

■ 







This doesn't 
even count as 

paintill 





This volume contains Gajeel’s backstory with Elder Belno. 
Actually I’ve had this bit of plot for a long time. The truth is 
I had this chapter where Elder Belno was the trigger that got 
Gajeel to join Fairy Tail, but since that changed to Makarov 
getting him to join, his story with Elder Belno was shelved, 
forever, I thought. Here, where all of the members and former 
members of the Council were involved, I thought that just 
possibly I could sneak that backstory in, but there was also the 
possibility that I couldn’t follow up on it, so the chapter had to 
be simplified. 

Now I wish I had done proper foreshadowing on it. 
Personally, I love to drop little foreshadowing clues, but 

there are so many characters in this manga! Add to it the fact 
that I’m doing not only this weekly manga but a monthly too, 
and my mind is getting pretty messed up by it all (heh)! Plus, 
I’m getting these impossible requests to do one-shots on top of 
all that! 

And so, I’ve dropped a bunch of foreshadowing hints that 
I won’t be able to include (stories I’m no longer scheduled to 
do), and from here on, there will be a bunch more (including 
red herrings), so you’ll probably see a whole lot of plots I’m 
trying to hint at. 

In any case, I’m still looking forward to clearing up a whole 
bunch more mysteries, so please look forward to that! 

© © 



twtwm Request! 
EXPLAIN TH6 MYSteRieS 

OF F.TJ! 

At a Magno/ia ramen Joint... 

Lucy: Hi Everybody/ 

Mira: Okay, let's get straight to the 
questions/ 

Why did Mard Geer allow 
Silver In the Nine Pemon 
Gates?* 

Lucy: It's true that he was a human 
to start with, and he even had 
demon slayer magic, which is 
magic specifically made to fight 
demons. 

Mira: It was written about a little in 
the main story line, but I think 
it was Keyes who pushed for 
him to be in the group. 

Lucy: He did mention that he 
knew Silver would betray him 
someday... 

Lucy: He may also have been 
brought on as a deterrent to 
bad behavior among the Nine 
Pemon Gates or the lower- 
level demons below them. 

Mira: I imagine it was probably 
frightening for the Tartaros 
guild members to know that 
there was a demon slayer 
close at hand. 

What does the Vie on 
Lummy's tie meanP 

Mira: Maybe Mard Geer thought 
that having someone with 
demon slayer magic would 
prove how confident he was of 
his own abilities. 

Ah...so this question finally 
came. 

: So it did. I thought nobody 
would bother to ask 

Lucy: 1 hear there are all sorts of 
explanations. Like there are 
sixteen Lummys or that she can 
only use 1/16th of her power... 

.You mean that Lummy's 
wfew * "slip-all" curse power was 

from that? 

Mira: But the real answer is so 
stupid, I don't even want to 
write it here. 

[ (t a]) \ -Exactly/ It came because the 
y * staff members let it slip by. 

Lucy: But we can't just ignore it, can 
we...P 

Lucy: The part about how she has a 
thing for hot guys too? 

Mira: f ine, but it will take a while to 
explain. Lummy is modeled after 
a member of Mashima-sensei's 
staff. 

Mira: Of course/ 

Lucy: And that creepy "fa fa fa" 
laughter too? 

Mira: All from that staff member. 

©••s,9h- 
Lucy: Come to think of it, she was a 

pretty impressive character/ 

Mira: And one day, she suddenly 
made a rather pointless 
announcement. 

Mira: And so, the real reason for the 
1/16 tie was because she was 
1/16th Russian. 

Lucy: Sigh... 

'IT AM 1/J6TH PUSS/AML 
ilm. 1/ :(WHADDyA THINK OF 
5537 THATP)" 

«ff W\ . I kind of wish nobody had 
’ ever asked. 

Lucy: Urn... If 1/2 is half, and 
1/Hth is quarter, what is 
1/16th 
„ .ppp 

Mira: It wasn't just her. Kain Hikaru 
and Kinana were both modeled 
after staff members. And in a 
strange way, so was Gemini. 

Might as well just say 
she's fully Japanese. Lucy: Huh?// 

Mira: Normally the story would 
just end with someone 
saying, "Really?" or, "Wow." 
But it was so sudden, and 
she put on such a, "What 
do you say to that?/" face/ 
Still, it just slipped right on 
past the rest of the staff. 

Mira: Their weird "piiri piiri" sound 
was taken from a member of the 
staff who, way back in grade 
school, remembered his whole 
school saying it at the time. 

Lucy: I kind of wish nobody had ever 
asked. 
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r 
FAIRY TAIL 

The Fairy Tail Guild is looking for illustrations/ Please send in 
your art on a postcard or at postcard size, and do it in black 
pen, okay? Those chosen to be published will get a signed mini 
poster/ J> Make sure you write your real name and address on 
the back of your illustration/ 

GMJ um cr ART sris® 

It'S an ► 
assembly 
of Fairy 

;a Naka Tochigi Prefecture/ Riren Wakane 

▲ Seilah/ one of the 
prettiest of the demons/ 
but she can be scary when 
angered/ 

;a Prefecture/ Haruka Iwagami 

▲ This is the scene form 
Vol. MM that you liked the 
best?/ 

Kagoshima Prefecture/ Akari 

Saitama Prefecture/ Chiharu liy 

▲ I think the composition 
of this one is really cute/ 
Seilah and KySka are 
great/ 





Translation Notes: 

Japanese is a tricky language for most Westerners, and translation is often more 

art than science. For your edification and reading pleasure, here are notes on some 

of the places where we could have gone in a different direction with our transla¬ 

tion of the work, or where a Japanese cultural reference is used. 

Page 13, Etherious 
Those of you who bought early printings or e-books of Volume 45, or followed the 

story when as it is published weekly online, might have noticed that the spelling for 

Etherious used to be spelled Aetherious. The spelling with an A" was a mistake on 

my (the translator s) part. In a later chapter, it became obvious that Etherious is the 

more accurate spelling. We haven't come to that chapter yet in the graphic novels, 

so I don't want to spoil it for anyone, but the spelling was changed for a very good 

reason. I offer my apologies for the previous misspellings. 

Page 59, Steel 
Creating steel from iron isn't quite as easy as just adding some 

carbon. In reality steel needs to be made by removing impuri¬ 

ties through a number of different processes (open hearth 

furnace, the Bessemer process, or the basic oxygen furnace are 

three popular methods) and creating a consistent concentra¬ 

tion of carbon (0.5% -1.5%). Still, considering that Gajeel's iron is 

magic iron (and dragon magic at that) then we can probably 

assume there are few-to-no impurities. And considering the 

things Gajeel can do with the iron in his body, it's easy to imag¬ 

ine that he can manage to create a consistent carbon content 

throughout his own body. 

Iron plus 
carbon equals... 

/»/ Steel. 

Page 80, Zeref-kyo 
As mentioned in the notes of Vol¬ 

ume 26, there are a number of hon- 

orifics that are known to modern 

Japanese, but are not in common 

usage. One of the more uncommon, 

more polite honorifics is -kyo, which 

might be translated as "my lord." 



from hird nhshinh 

I am completely hooked on the social 

game Fairy Tall Brave Saga. The modeling 

of the characters Is so cute, and it's all so 

well done! I'm pretty sure that there will 

be more and more characters added, so I 

hope you all will be able to give It a try!! 

Fairy Tail Brave Saga 

Official Home Page 

https://www.taito.cojp/fairytailbs 

Original Jacket Design: Hisao Ogawa 





A century ago, the bizarre creatures known as J 
Titans devoured most of the world’s population^ 
driving the remainder into a walled stronghold^ 
Now, the appearance of an immense new TitafP 
threatens the few humans left, and one restless 
boy decides to seize the chance to fight for his 
freedom, and the survival of his species! 

© Hajime Isayama / Kodansha Ltd. All rights reserved. 



DON'T HISS THE MOST ACCLAIMED 
ACTION MANGA OF 2013! 

“It will be impossible to stop watching this story 

unfold.” —Japan Media Arts Awards jury 

“Gripping doesn’t begin to describe Vinland Saga. 

5 stars.” —ICv2 

“Deeply engrossing... If you have any interest at 

all in Vikings, the Medieval period, or pirates, this 

is not a series you want to miss.” 

—Anime News Network 

“The art is gorgeous, a combination of beautiful 

cartooning and realistic backgrounds. Yukimura 

is also a master of pacing, both in frenetic battle 

scenes and charged emotional moments.” 

—Faith Erin Hicks, Friends With Boys 

“For those who love Berserk, you’ll love this too... 

Worth the long wait.” 

—A Case Suitable for Treatment 



Mei Tachibana has no friends — and says she doesn’t need them! 
But everything changes when she accidentally roundhouse kicks the most 
popular boy in school! However, Yamato Kurosawa isn’t angry in the slightest— 
in fact, he thinks his ordinary life could use an unusual girl like Mei. But winning 
Mei’s trust will be a tough task. How long will she refuse to say, “I love you”? 

Praise for the anime: 

“The show provides a pleasant window 

on the highs and lows of youngdove with 

two young people who are first timers at 

the real thing.” 

-The Fandom Post 

“Always it is smarter, more poetic, more 

touching, jusftplain better than you think • • 

itvis going to be.” 



Chihiro has an unusual connection to zombie movies. He doesn't feel bad for 
the survivors - he wants to comfort the undead girls they slaughter! When 
his pet passes away, he brews a resurrection potion. He's discovered by 
local heiress Sanka Rea, and she serves as his first test subject! 

' Kodansha rights reserved. 



OPPOSITES ATTRACT...MAYBE? 
Haru Yoshida is feared as an unstable and violent “monster.” 

Mizutani Shizuku is a grade-obsessed student with no friends. 

Fate brings these two together to form the most unlikely pair Haru 

firmly believes he’s in love with Mizutani and she firmly believes 

he’s insane. 

© Robico / Kodansha Lt 
KODANSHA 

COMICS 



[©'^AtsukoT Kociansha 

IN A PERFECT CITY 
For Shion, an elite student in the technologically sophisticated 

city No. 6, life is carefully choreographed. One fateful day, he 

takes a misstep, sheltering a fugitive his age from a typhoon. 

Helping this boy throws Shion’s life down a path to discovering 

the appalling secrets behind the “perfection” of No. 6. 



When Takeru adopts a new pet, he’s in for a surprise—the dog is 

none other than the reincarnation of Sherlock Holmes.With no 

one else able to communicate with Holmes, Takeru is roped into 

becoming Sherdog’s assistant, John Watson. Using his sleuthing 

skills, Holmes uncovers clues to solve the trickiest crimes. 

© Yuma, i and Yuki Sato / Kodansha Ltd. All rights reserved. 



"Pattle Angel Alita is 
, the greatest f 

(and possibly the 
greatest) of all sci-fi 
action manga series." 

rAnimFMews Network 

The Cyberpunk Legend is Back! 

In deluxe omnibus editions of 600+ pages, 
including ALL-NEW original stories by 
Alita creator Yukito Kishiro! 



The Pretty Guardians 

are back! 
-*- 

Kodansha Comics is proud to present 
Sailor Moon with all new translations. 

For more information, go to www.kodanshacomics.com 

Sailor Moon © Naoko Takeuchi / KODANSHA LTD. All rights reserved. 



I Rrpnmm.E 
Created by 

Tow Ubukata 
Manga by 

Yoshitoki Oima 

“I’d rather be 

Rune Balot was a lost girl with 

nothing to live for. A man 

named Shell took her in and 

cared for her...until he tried 

to murder her. Standing at 

the precipice of death Rune is 

saved by Dr. Easter, a private 

investigator, who uses an 

experimental procedure known 

as"Mardock Scramble 09." 

The procedure grants Balot 

extraordinary abilities. Now, 

Rune must decide whether to 

use her new powers to help Dr. 

Easter bring Shell to justice, or if she even has the will to keep 

living a life that's been broken so badly. 

VISIT KODANSHACOMICS.COM TO: 

• View release date calendars for upcoming volumes 

• Find out the latest about upcoming Kodansha Comics series 

>Tow Ubukata / Yoshitoki Oima / KODANSHA LTD. All rights reserved. 



Fairy Tail volume 47 is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents 
are the products of the author's imagination or are used fictitiously. Any 
resemblance to actual events, locales, or persons, living or dead, is entirely 
coincidental. 

AKodansha Comics Trade Paperback Original. 

Fairy Tail volume 47 copyright © 2015 Hiro Mashima 
English translation copyright © 2015 Hiro Mashima 

All rights reserved. 

Published in the United States by Kodansha Comics, an imprint of Kodansha 
USA Publishing, LLC, New York. 

Publication rights for this English edition arranged through Kodansha Ltd., 
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TOMARE! 
i V 

▼ 
You're going the wrong way! 

Manga is a completely different 

type of reading experience. 

To start at the beginning, 

go to the end! 

That's right! Authentic manga is read the traditional Japanese way— 

from right to left, exactly the opposite of how American books are 

read. It's easy to follow: Just go to the other end of the book and read 

each page—and each panel—from right side to left side, starting at 

the top right. Now you're experiencing manga as it was meant to be! 


